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Executive summary

S

eismic shift. Profound transformation. These are
words that have been used to describe the hedge fund
industry in recent years. This year has not been without its
turbulent moments, but it has also opened the doors to an
environment of opportunity. As managers and investors
continue to take on new challenges borne from regulatory
and cost pressures, new operational considerations and
the war on talent, those that consistently innovate and
respond to market demands continue to grow. Efficiency
is the name of the game, and embracing technology
and data optimization is the new imperative. Change is
inevitable, and as the standard operating model fades,
we’ve come to realize that the very foundation of the
industry is evolving. Challenges will abound, but new
avenues will open up as well. From today’s vantage point,
an industry in its maturity is looking to the future with
healthy optimism.
As you turn the pages of this, our ninth annual Global
Hedge Fund and Investor Survey, The evolving dynamics
of the hedge fund industry, we cannot help but reflect on
the path that has led the industry to its present state, but
more so, we look forward to what the future may bring.
First, we would like to extend sincere thanks to those
managers and investors who provided viewpoints into the
direction and development of this survey. Additionally,
we would like to express our appreciation to the nearly
110 managers and over 55 investors who gave their time
and insight to provide such robust results. We believe
that this combination of perspectives provides invaluable
observations — both commonalities and differences — that
continue to drive and shape our industry.
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Navigating evolution
The basic economic business model reflects four stages
of evolution — start-up, rapid growth, maturity and decline,
of which there are two paths, rebirth or demise. The hedge
fund industry is in all four stages of this evolution.
Start-up funds continue to penetrate the industry. Many
funds are experiencing significant growth in their assets
under management (AUM). And depending where
funds are in the maturity timeline, institutionalization,
industrialization or commercialization may be your current
state. During this past year, as we have seen for many
years, some funds decided to merge with others or close
up shop and move on to new ventures. The dynamic
nature of this industry has always fostered funds looking
at themselves, assessing investors’ needs and the effect
of external forces, and remaking themselves in order to
grow and stay strong.
There has been a multitude of challenges the industry
has addressed in all stages of its evolution:
• Meeting the performance promise: the challenge
to perform through a long-running bull market.
Several post-crisis factors such as the prolonged low
interest rate environment and other government
intervention subsidizing traditional economic reality,
as well as regulatory changes to managers and service
providers have all impacted managers’ operating and
investment approaches.
• Escalating stakeholder demands: Investor and
regulator demand for enhanced transparency, pressure
on fees, and enhanced alignment of interests have
amplified to levels not previously experienced.

• The impact of regulatory change: The magnitude
of focus and change since the global financial crisis
at local, national and global levels has placed a
significant burden on people, operating models and
technology capabilities.
• Squeeze on operating margins: Partially driven by
stakeholder and regulatory considerations, the costs
of running a business have escalated dramatically,
creating increased barriers to entry for new participants
while also straining the economics of even the largest
managers.
• Reputational: Negative press from the one-off bad
actors who fail to act in accordance with laws, as
fiduciaries to their investors or with a lack of general
business ethics. Conduct risk and responsibilities as a
fiduciary underpin the focus on trust.
2015 stands in sharp contrast to the last decade; today,
the concept or definition of a pure “hedge fund” has
even been challenged. The blurring of activities and
convergence with other segments within the asset
management, and more broadly, financial services
industry, have made it a significant challenge for
hedge funds to brand themselves, and their benefits,
clearly in the marketplace. Brand has never been more
important as new money flows have been consistently
going to the largest, well-known managers, not only in
hedge funds but broader asset managers. Yet, start-up
hedge funds are experiencing robust investor demand.
The investor base has changed dramatically. Just a decade
ago, investors were two-thirds high net worth and
one-third institutional. Today, the reverse is true. How
hedge funds are sold or distributed has changed as

well, and the impact of digital and social media will only
accelerate further change. The focus on the investor and
the “client experience” has never been greater and is
clearly in the cross hairs of regulators, globally.

Key observations
This year, our survey focused on a variety of interesting
themes, a few of which are briefly highlighted here.
Growth remains managers’ top priority as most see it as
the critical success factor in a lower margin environment.
While universally highlighted by managers of all sizes,
growth is occurring differently depending on where
each manager is in its life cycle. Smaller and mid-size
managers who are in their infancy tend to be looking to
grow their client list and penetrate more investors with
their core offerings. The largest managers who have
achieved brand recognition within the industry continue
to seek to expand their offerings; however, where in years
past this meant launching of new alternative products
(i.e. registered funds), there has been a shift in focus
as managers have prioritized offering new strategies
within traditional hedge fund vehicles. This is partially a
result of the mixed operational and financial results of
launching new products, but also a reflection on changing
investor demands by market participants who are more
sophisticated and want tailored exposures that align with
their unique investment goals.
Managers are feeling the effects of recent bank
regulations as they begin to impact their prime brokerage
relationships. Various bank regulations, particularly those
as a result of Basel III and Dodd-Frank, have kicked off a
cycle in which we are only in the early innings; managers

are experiencing re-pricing in addition to trade financing
constraints with many of their counterparties. This has
caused managers to evaluate the manner in
which they obtain financing and, in some cases, make
changes to their strategy. As managers and prime brokers
continue to discuss their relationships we suspect this
issue will continue to evolve and grow in significance in the
coming years.
Additionally, in light of some of the challenges that
managers are facing as a result of increasing costs,
technology and outsourcing continue to be tools
that managers are utilizing in an attempt to develop a
more efficient and cost effective operating model. Data
management and investments in technology remain as
critical as ever in response to increasingly complex fund
operations, heightened focus and scrutiny around cyber
security as well as the ever growing number of regulatory
and investor mandated reporting requirements. A well
designed front to back office infrastructure not only yields
efficiencies but, in the long run, will result in cost benefits.

Looking forward
As the industry embarks on this next phase in its life
cycle, one thing is abundantly clear. The road ahead will
be fraught with twist and turns. The ground rules have
changed, and acceptance and adaptation to this dynamic
environment are the keys to survival. Changing investor
demographics, convergence of products and strategies
within asset management and other industries, and
market reform in both emerging markets and developed
markets alike are all providing the opportunity for
disruptive innovation to drive growth.
At EY, we are enthusiastic about the future of the global
hedge fund industry. We look forward to continuing to
invest alongside the industry and support its efforts to
enhance financial well-being for investors worldwide.

With back office outsourcing at a saturation point,
managers have begun to embrace more robust middle
office solutions that have been introduced to the market
in the last several years. These advanced offerings are
allowing managers to scale their model as they grow in
a cost efficient manner while permitting their internal
resources to focus on more critical core activities. Many
have commented as to the benefits obtained from
pursuing this new frontier and anticipate the overall
industry to move in this direction; this is no different than
how the industry migrated to back office outsourcing
earlier in its life cycle.
2015 Global Hedge Fund and Investor Survey |
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Strategic priorities —
achieving growth
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D

uring 2015, the hedge fund industry continued its evolution, where common goals
are not only maintaining, but growing market share in the face of a number of
different challenges. Growth ambitions are certainly nothing new; however, we are
finding that managers increasingly view growth as a necessity to counter many headwinds
that are disrupting their traditional business model. The level of AUM necessary to thrive
is not only higher than what would have been necessary in the past, but the timeline to
achieve these critical thresholds is shorter than ever. Additionally, the need to attract
and retain top talent is paramount to success. The good news is that asset flows to the
industry remain healthy; however, competition for these assets is stronger than ever
as managers compete to satisfy investor expectations for products, exposures and
outcome-based solutions.

2015 Global Hedge Fund and Investor Survey |
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Strategic priorities of an evolving industry

A

Hedge funds’ strategic priorities

majority of managers remain focused on asset growth
as a strategic priority; however, those citing it as
the top priority dropped significantly compared to 2013
when three out of four managers reported asset growth
as the top priority. This reduction is partially driven by
the success of the largest managers having implemented
their growth strategies, whereas those mid-size managers
with $2 billion to $10 billion of assets under management
are still playing catch-up. Achieving growth remains
a complicated proposition on account of increased
competition, evolving investor demands and operating
model constraints/margin considerations.

Please rank the following in order of strategic priority to the ﬁrm.

Strategic priorities

“ In order to continue our growth, we need
to retain and continue to hire top talent.
We’re not looking for people with experience
but rather people with potential. We are all
competing for the top talent so it boils down
to: do they join you or do they join them?”
(Over $10b, North America, Multi-strategy)
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47%

Over $10b

57%

Asset growth

With their asset growth goals within reach, a higher
proportion of the largest managers — one in three —
noted that talent management is their new top strategic
priority. They are seeking ways to attract and retain the
best talent, not only in the front office where the pursuit
of top investment talent remains paramount, but also in
the back and middle office functions. This trend mirrors
other industries (i.e., technology) where major firms
differentiate themselves in their ability to identify, train
and maintain top talent.

Asset growth by size

24%

Talent management

Succession or
monetization
event/strategic alliance

32%

17%

Operational efﬁciency

20%

10%

39%

70%

$2b—$10b

32%

48%

Under $2b

03%

20%

20

40

14%

15% 7%

30%

11%

28%

0
6%

19%

60
First priority

80

100

Second priority

Third priority

20

40

60

80

100

Divergence in approaches to achieving growth

G

rowth can be achieved in a variety of fashions, and we
find that managers tend to take different approaches
based on their current size and point in their life cycle.

Hedge funds
Please rank the top two approaches your organization is currently pursuing to achieve growth over the next
three to ﬁve years.

The smallest and mid-size managers are increasing their
focus on accessing new investor bases. They are looking
to expand their appeal beyond their core traditional hedge
fund investors who generally have supported them from
their launch date.
The largest managers, already having established a large
clientele and brand in the market, are now focused on
cross-selling products and becoming a “one stop shop”
for investor needs. In prior years, this meant launching
non-traditional hedge fund products. It appears that there
may be less of an appetite to offer these non-traditional
products as all participants highlighted a significant drop
in new product launches. The largest managers are
shifting their focus to offering new strategies. To execute
this plan, they are not only hiring top talent to focus on
offering new strategies, they are also driving consolidation
of smaller managers.

Top approaches to growth
Over $10b

Accessing new investor bases
within existing markets

2014
Increasing penetration with
existing client types/markets with
current strategies and products

13% 13%

23%

11% 7%

28%

22%

2014

18%

Adding new hedge
fund strategies

35%

2014

Launching of new non-traditional
hedge fund product types

2014

$2b—$10b

39%

18%

26%

17%

39%

49%

23%

28%

13%

20%

14% 11%

17%

Under $2b

33%

Top approach

16%

8%10%

7%

28%

13%

35%

33%

19%

10%

10%

43%

24%

10% 15%

21%

14%

43%

14%

26%

10%

5%

32%

10%

Top two approaches

2015 Global Hedge Fund and Investor Survey |
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Investor appetite for alternative products exists; however, traditional
hedge fund managers are challenged by other market participants

I

n past years, managers identified new product
development as the pathway to reaching new investors
and growing AUM. Many hedge fund managers are finding
challenges in this space as investors appear to use other
asset managers to obtain these products.
Certain of the products investors are most keen in having
exposure to are not traditionally offered by hedge fund
managers (i.e., private equity, real assets). Managers need
to determine whether they are willing and able to compete
with these alternative managers by making the required
investments, including acquiring talent and building their
brand. Alternatively, managers can solely focus where
investors have demand for hedge fund products.
Additionally, a majority of investors remain committed to
emerging managers. These new managers continue to
receive a healthy proportion of new capital as they are
viewed as nimble and able to deliver alpha by focusing on
a core strategy.
As investors become more focused on actively managing
their portfolio risk, there will be increased demand for
customized solutions. Managers are at a crossroad and
need to ask themselves whom they want to be. Should
they choose to continue down this path, they will need to
invest in people, infrastructure and brand. The investors
will continue to evaluate whether managers can compete
and meet their evolving requirements.

Investors

Investors

In which of the following non-traditional
hedge fund products do you currently invest or
plan to invest, through a hedge fund manager?

Do you currently invest in or
have you considered investing
in an emerging hedge fund manager?
56%

Private equity

13%
53%

Long-only funds

29%
49%

Best ideas funds
or co-invest vehicles
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54%

49%

Real assets

6%
33%

Insurance

16%
29%

UCITS/European
registered funds

18%
18%

Sub-advised funds

Yes
No

11%
16%

US registered funds/
40 Act funds

9%

Currently and plan to invest
Currently and plan to invest via a hedge fund manager

0

10 20 30 40 50 60

“ We’ll certainly be doing customized solutions. We’ll certainly be doing separately managed
accounts. Whether we’re doing insurance, a full range of alternative products or whether we’re
doing private equity that’s yet to be seen. If you want AUM growth, you need products to meet
client needs.”
($2b–$10b, Europe, Fixed Income/Credit)

7

46%

35%

Product diversification helped managers commercialize,
but it did not come without challenges

T

he largest managers were at the forefront of new
product development. This has fueled their ability
to transform from a standard hedge fund to a broader
asset manager. However, they are now dealing with the
ramifications of this expansion.
While offering new products was positive for investor
interest and brand recognition, managers underestimated
the bottom-line impact as there is a significant drop-off
in margin satisfaction and an even heavier toll on the
managers’ talent. This may be a reason for the decline in
new product development.
Thus, managers need to find a balance when launching
new products — they may be successful in increasing AUM,
but have questionable financial implications and strain
the team supporting the products. This conundrum is
challenging managers to question their current operating
model and the investments needed in key areas, such as
technology, in order to have successful product launches.
New products are hardly the only area contributing to
margin compression …

Hedge funds
If you have launched any products in the past two years, what has been the impact in the following areas?
Impacts of new product launch
100%

85%

84%
78%

80%

60%

40%

40%

17%

20%

Positive

0%

2%

5%

Negative

4%

-20%

24%
-40%

41%

-60%

Growth in
AUM

Investor
satisfaction

Impact on
brand

Operating
margins

Impact on
operations/
personnel
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Management fees continue to be under pressure,
particularly for the smallest managers

…m

anagement fees also continue to be squeezed.
Average management fees are over 50
basis points lower than the historical 2% as respondents
reported an average rate of 1.45% for their flagship
vehicle. The smallest managers who often lack the
negotiating leverage of the larger managers and must
make fee concessions for initial capital reported a lower
average rate of 1.33%.
At the heart of the issue is a more sophisticated investor
base and the competition for capital being at an all-time
high, which has forced managers to negotiate the terms
of investment more than ever. Management fees are the
most preferred area to negotiate among managers and
investors, and 60% of managers say they have already
offered reduced management fees for large mandates.

Hedge funds

Hedge funds and investors

Based on pre- and post-operating ratios, what is
your ﬂagship fund’s average management fee?

Which terms are you most willing to negotiate with
investors? Which of the following terms do managers
need to be most willing to negotiate?

Average management fee rate
Management
fee rate

1.51%

(Pension Plan, Europe)

9
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Investors

15%

15%

52%

69%

1.48%

1.33%

Though managers do not prefer to negotiate incentive
fees, 70% report that they would entertain concessions
to the incentive such as imposing minimum hurdle rates,
tiering of incentive rates, reinvestment of incentives and/
or crystallization periods longer than a year.

“ When we are deciding which manager
to allocate to, we look for the type of
portfolio they can put forward for us, how
it can be tailored to our needs, governance,
transparency and the returns they expect to
generate.”

Hedge funds

Over $10b $2b—$10b

Under $2b

Liquidity

23% 16%

29%

50%

Incentive
fee rate

23%

33%

48%

Expenses
borne
by funds

23% 19%

Least willing
to negotiate

34%

Most willing
to negotiate

-30 -20 -10 0 10 20 30 40 50 60

52%

Least
important

15%

Most
important

Passing expenses through to the funds has reached its limit

I

n the past, a lever managers could pull in response to
increasing expenses was to pass through certain costs
to the funds. However, few managers expect to pass
through more expenses to the funds going forward. This
is partially in response to regulatory scrutiny, but more
directly related to the fact that investors have been laser
focused on individual types of expenses they are bearing in
addition to the overall expense ratios of their funds.
Not surprisingly, the smallest managers have fewer
pass-through options and in almost all categories were
bearing a substantially greater portion of the expenses
as compared to their mid-size and larger peers. This cycle
exacerbates the struggles that new managers have in
successfully launching their businesses.
As further evidence of how far this dynamic has swung,
nearly 30% of managers have negotiated caps on expense
ratios and a further 17% say they would be willing to. This
negotiation allows investors to fix the amount of expenses
they will incur at an acceptable threshold while forcing the
managers to further focus on managing their costs.
While the costs highlighted here are certainly not new, or
surprising, for any manager or investor, the regulatory
environment continues to prompt a number of new direct
and indirect costs to the industry.

Hedge funds

Hedge funds

Which types of expenses do you currently pass
or intend to pass through to your ﬂagship fund?

For any of your offerings, have you negotiated a cap
on expense ratios with any of your investors? If not,
are you willing to negotiate a cap on expense ratios?

Regulatory registration and
compliance for the fund

59%

2%
28%

Research

41%

3%
55%

Research-related travel

28%

Outsourcing of
back ofﬁce shadowing

27%

Outsourcing of
middle ofﬁce functions

22%

3%

17%

1%

2%

Have negotiated
Willing to negotiate

Middle and back ofﬁce
personnel compensation 10%

Have not negotiated and unwilling to negotiate

Regulatory registration and
7% 3%
compliance for the advisor
Non-trader
executive compensation 7%
Trader compensation 6% 1%

Currently pass through
Intend to pass through
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Evolving prime
brokerage relationships
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R

egulations enacted subsequent to the financial crisis intended to reduce market
risk are directly impacting the manner in which prime brokers service the hedge
fund industry. These regulations put in place as a result of the Dodd-Frank Act and
Basel III have changed the basic ability of prime brokers to offer financing and maintain
hedge fund assets. Increased focus on optimization, capital liquidity, funding and the
balance sheet have impacted banks’ capacity and economics, resulting in an evolution in
how prime brokers view hedge fund relationships. Prime brokers have increased focus
on balance sheet and collateral management, and are re-pricing clients when necessary.
Relative to other challenges highlighted in this study that have been playing out for many
years now, the evolving prime brokerage environment is in the growth phase of its life
cycle. It will be a long time before we understand the full effects of the changes, though
we do know the impact will be felt across the board — from prime brokers, to investment
managers, to investors.

2015 Global Hedge Fund and Investor Survey | 12

Managers face new pressures as prime brokerage fees increase

O

ur study identified that nearly 30% of managers have
reported experiencing price increases from
their prime brokers, with an almost equal number
indicating that they anticipate price increases to occur
in the next year.
A variety of factors will impact when and where in the repricing cycle managers will begin to feel these increases,
but it is clear that this issue will impact a majority of
managers regardless of size or strategy.
Those first reporting increases are managers who have
a combination of balance sheet intensive strategies and
trading in products that are traditionally not as profitable
for prime brokers. On the opposite end of the spectrum,
quantitative and equity long/short strategies appear to
have been spared in this initial re-pricing as they tend
to trade higher volume, high-quality liquid assets that
result in lower net balance sheet exposure and/or greater
internalization/optimization for the prime brokers. That
said, these strategies are still anticipating price increases
in the future as the cost of servicing all clients has risen
and thus the current return on these assets is not optimal
for the prime brokers.

Hedge funds
For each strategy you offer, have your prime brokers increased pricing in the past 12 months? For each
strategy you offer, do you expect your prime brokers to increase pricing in the next 12 months?
By size

Total

Over $10b

29%

21%

$2b—$10b

34%

Under $2b

30%

By strategy offered

Distressed securities

22%

41%

32%

Fixed-income/credit

27%

24%

Macro/global macro

10%

Fixed-income relative value

Relative value

20%

13%

(Pension, Europe)
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Expect an increase in fees

36%

20%

20%

33%

4%
Increase in fees

35%

24%

Quantitative long/short

“ Regulation is generally an issue — not only
directly on hedge fund managers, but on the
banks that they deal with. So getting access
to financing and leverage is a risk facing
hedge fund managers.”

29%

26%

Event driven

18%

Financing cost increases are substantial, directly impacting
trade economics

T

Hedge funds

he magnitude of trade financing price increases will
vary depending on each manager’s unique facts
and circumstances, in particular, the types of assets the
manager trades. However, what is clear is that all forms
of financing are becoming more expensive — in some
cases, being at or above 25%. These costs have a
direct impact on overall trade economics and will cause
managers to evaluate the feasibility of certain trades
given these increased costs.
It is worth pointing out that the actual price increases
reported by those managers initially impacted tend to
be larger than those expected in the future by those
managers spared from re-pricing initially. While this is
partially driven by the prime brokers taking first action
with those managers whose financing economics
required the most improvement and, thus required
larger increases, this expectation gap of more muted
price increases is likely not going to be the reality.

For each strategy you offer, have your prime brokers increased pricing in the past 12 months?
For each strategy you offer, do you expect your prime brokers to increase pricing in the next 12 months?
Average % increase in prime broker pricing
over past 12 months

Average % increase in prime broker pricing
expected over next 12 months

Margin
financing

Securities
lending for
“hard to
borrows”

Repurchase
agreements

Swaps
clearing

Margin
financing

Securities
lending for
“hard to
borrows”

Repurchase
agreements

Swaps
clearing

Distressed
securities

20%

15%

13%

25%

12%

8%

10%

8%

Fixed-income/
credit

31%

46%

21%

25%

9%

20%

10%

9%

Event
driven

12%

12%

NA

NA

10%

9%

9%

5%

Macro/global
macro

10%

5%

7%

5%

7%

5%

8%

7%

Fixed-income
relative value

30%

NA

7%

13%

8%

13%

11%

11%

Equity long/
short

12%

25%

5%

5%

9%

10%

11%

7%

Quantitative
long/short

NA

NA

NA

NA

6%

7%

5%

6%

NA — not applicable for the relevant strategy or insufficient response rates to be statistically meaningful.
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One in five managers expects pricing increases to change the
way they trade

W

hen faced with price increases, managers can either
bite the bullet and incur the cost or they can search
for ways to shift their trading strategy. It is interesting to
note that one in five managers embraced the latter resort
and actually reported changing the way they execute their
trading strategy.
In an industry geared toward supporting the trading
behaviors and preferences of the front office, we are
starting to see a clear shift in mindset. Managers,
particularly fixed-income/credit and global macro, are
responding that they have materially adjusted their
operations so that trading is responsive to the new reality.
Whether it be moving toward swap-based trade execution,
reducing repo financing or an overall reduction of
leverage, managers of all strategies are having to make
hard decisions about whether certain trades make sense
given the associated costs.

Hedge funds
Has the pricing increase or expected pricing increase caused you to change the way you trade?

Distressed securities

85%

15%

Fixed-income/credit

84%

16%

Event driven

86%

14%

Macro/global macro

71%

Fixed-income relative value

67%

Equity long/short

Quantitative long/short

83%

“ The impact of regulatory changes in the US
and European Union will continue to impair
the prime brokers, the availability of leverage
and the liquidity of some of the capital
markets.”
(Over $10b, North America, Global Macro)
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29%

33%

17%

87%

No

18%

13%

Yes

In addition to outright re-pricing, prime brokers have
suggested other changes in their relationships with funds

I

n addition to outright price increases, prime brokers
have been having conversations about how to alter
relationships so that managers better fit within their
evolving business model.
The prime brokers’ preference is for managers to
concentrate more business with them to maximize
cross-selling revenues. However, managers are taking the
opposite approach by continuing to add relationships. New
entrants to the market have provided managers additional
options to complement their existing relationships. While
a third of all managers have increased their relationships,
60% of those managers impacted by re-pricing have
expanded. This expansion is driven by the fact that
managers are larger and more complex than ever with
increased financing needs. As many prime brokers have
less capacity to offer, the primary solution for managers is
to increase relationships.
Whereas after the 2008 crisis we witnessed an expansion
of the number of prime broker relationships as managers
wanted to mitigate counterparty credit risk, now we
are seeing an expansion of relationships to mitigate
counterparty capacity risk.

Hedge funds
Which actions have prime brokers requested you take? Did you or are you planning to increase, decrease or
keep constant the number of prime brokers you worked with over the past 12 months?

Prime broker suggested actions to alter relationship

Concentrate more
trading with them

62%

60%

Concentrate more
assets with them

55%
35%

Move more business to swap
(in lieu of direct trading,
reducing use of prime broker
balance sheet)
Bundling additional services
with the prime broker
(e.g., fund administration)

Past and expected changes
in number of prime brokers

40%

Increase

15%

Synchronizing contracts across
prime brokers to move collateral 7%
across prime brokers with ease

Decrease

17%
Total

12%

By respondents who
have experienced
prime broker price
increases

“ There seems to be less willingness on the part
of the prime brokers to provide services and
to focus only on their major clients.”
($2b–$10b, North America, Multi-strategy)
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One in five of the largest managers is seeking financing from
non-traditional sources

I

n addition to the new boutique prime brokers entering
the industry, we are beginning to see an appetite from
managers to seek financing from other non-traditional
sources, whether it be from institutional investors and
sovereign wealth funds, custodians or even other hedge
funds. While the percentages are not large, going back
two to three years, these financing means likely would
have been non-existent.
The biggest managers tend to be on the leading edge of
many of the industry’s innovations, so the fact that just
under a quarter responded “yes” could be an indication
that this trend is only beginning and that we will continue
to see managers seek fresh and inventive ways to finance
their operations. Whether this holds true will depend
equally on whether there is sufficient supply from
these alternative counterparties in addition to whether
managers will provide the demand. This trend creates
both risk and opportunity. The lack of traditional financing
options could continue to cause liquidity constraints and
hinder managers’ ability to finance their strategies in a
cost-efficient manner. New entrants will view this as an
opportunity to enter an industry once dominated by global
investment banks and capture market share by providing
the industry’s financing needs.

Hedge funds
Are you currently seeking or do you plan to seek ﬁnancing from non-traditional sources in the next two years?

Total 13%

Over $10b

21%

87%

79%

$2b–$10b 11%

89%

Under $2b 8%

92%

Currently or planning to seek

Do not currently seek and have no plans to do so

“ A shift in providers in the counterparty space may happen in the next 2+ years if things don’t
improve for the banks. We are not sure that banks, on an ongoing basis, are going to be overly
interested in doing business in prime brokerage if it continues to be a low return business due
to the regulatory environment. But prime brokerage is needed, so there may be other, new
possibilities popping up: independents from the banks, some counter-parties get larger, some
consolidation; all leading to higher costs and probably fewer people in the business.”
(Over $10b, North America, Equity Long/Short)
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Cash is not king (for the prime brokers) requiring action
by managers

A

final complexity that managers need to address is
that many prime brokers are reluctant to hold cash
as a result of how such balances are classified toward the
banks’ capital reserves.
A majority of managers have responded by moving cash
to custodians while a third have reported purchasing cash
equivalents such as treasuries or money market funds.
While these alternatives are available to all, the results
show that the smaller managers tend to primarily utilize
custodians rather than other mechanisms. This suggests
that smaller managers have made the determination that
these other tools are not an effective solution (whether
from a cost or operational perspective).
The increasing complexity of financing and cash
management activities and managing a growing number
of relationships with prime brokers comes at an increased
cost of building out an infrastructure and personnel to
handle these responsibilities.

Hedge funds
As prime brokers increasingly refuse to accept cash deposits, how have you responded?
By size

Total

50%
Utilized a custodian
to hold cash

57%

58%

57%

75%
40%

Purchased highly liquid securities
(i.e., treasuries, bonds)
as cash alternative

37%

35%
19%

37%
Purchased money
market funds

37%

35%

Over $10b
$2b—$10b
Under $2b

25%
23%

Moved business
to another prime broker

20%

26%
0%
13%

Utilized repos to exchange cash
11%
for high-quality collateral

14%
0%
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Centralized treasury has become an integral process in managing
the overall business

A

s a result of the changing prime broker landscape,
the need to better manage counterparty risk and
collateral, as well as other treasury functions, has
become an increasingly critical component of a manager’s
operations. Managers have responded by having
individuals dedicated to this function to help optimize their
activities and conduct business in the most economically
sound way possible. The largest managers, due to
necessity and the means to implement, have responded
the most quickly and have built out groups that can focus
on these efforts.
Though it is not surprising that the smallest managers
have not yet developed these groups — they are less
complex and/or focused on growing their businesses —
mid-sized managers could benefit from the support of
a more robust treasury team. It does seem noteworthy
that half of all managers do not currently have a central
treasury function. Given the evolving environment we
have been describing, we believe this will be a critical area
of focus to build out in the immediate future.

Hedge funds
How many full-time equivalents are dedicated
to managing ﬁnancing and collateral?

Does your ﬁrm have a central treasury group?
If not, is your ﬁrm planning to set up a central treasury group?

4.34
49%

Total

51%
59%

Over $10b

41%

1.99
1.46

Under $2b

Over $10b $2b—$10b

Under $2b

Average number of full time equivalents

52%

$2b—$10b

48%
31%
69%

Currently has or is planning to set
up central treasury group
Does not have and is not planning
to set up
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Technology
investments and middle
office outsourcing

T

op-line revenues remain under attack in the form of fee concessions and a
permanent departure from the “2 and 20” industry model. Further, trade
economics are being pinched in the form of increased financing costs, taking a
further bite out of the revenues of a manager. Last, the costs of the business are certainly
not declining, creating a dramatic squeeze on the margins that a manager yields.
This has caused the AUM break-even point to exponentially increase compared to earlier
days in the hedge fund industry’s life cycle. In 2015, an asset base of $500 million is often
a minimum amount required to support the costs to run an increasingly complex business.
So what does it take to be successful and profitable?
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Managers need to be more focused than ever on the financial considerations of running
an effective business. That means understanding the implications of a lower revenue
environment while being cognizant of ways in which the operating infrastructure can be
optimized to gain efficiencies and also the impact that successful investments, particularly
in technology, can have on the business.
Investments in technology can help integrate front to back office reporting capabilities,
leading to more timely and less manually intensive exercises. Additionally, while back office
outsourcing is near a saturation point, the middle office offerings from various participants
have become quite robust and customized to the asset management community.
Leveraging these solutions is a cost-effective alternative for managers who would
rather have their personnel focusing on other core activities.
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Technology investment expenditures continue to steadily rise

A

s a proportion of a manager’s overall expense budget,
technology expenses have increased dramatically
over the past several years. This trend is partly a function
of many managers not properly investing historically and
having to play catch-up. It is also fueled by the fact that
today’s technology environment and the impact it has on
the business is rapidly evolving.
In today’s environment, managers must scale their
operations. This is challenging as the industry moves
to more bespoke products and challenging regulatory
demands.

Hedge funds
What percentage of your overall expense budget was allocated to major technology expenditures over the past
two years? What percentage of your overall expense budget do you expect to allocate to major technology
expenditures in the next three to ﬁve years?
15%

12.4%
11.8%

12%

9.6%

The proposition of continued expansion of technology
related costs is daunting; however, it is a reality of
operating in a maturing industry. Whether it be driven by
goals of developing tools that allow for more timely and
customized investor necessitated reporting, regulatory
reporting, risk management capabilities or being
responsive to ever-present cybersecurity concerns, it is
imperative that all organizations provide the appropriate
attention to building out this area of the business.

10.2%

9%

6%

3%

0%

“ We are looking for more customized accounts
from our managers, which will really increase
the need for improvement in their technology
to adapt to the operational and reporting
considerations.”
(Fund of Funds, North America)
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Expenditures in past two years

2013

Next three to ﬁve years

2014

2015

Managers are investing in technology to support a variety of
business functions

T

hough the overall pace of investment in technology
is anticipated to slow slightly in the future — 70%
of managers expect to make major investments in the
next two years, compared to over 80% who invested
in the past two years — the magnitude of the spend is
forecasted to increase. This is a result of greater business
transformation projects, which result in larger front to
back office efficiencies.
While there is diversity in the areas of investment, it is
clear that managers broadly recognize the need to evolve
their current capabilities and is noteworthy that only 16%
have not made an investment in the past, and less than a
third have no expectations for further expenditures.
Mid-size managers are outpacing both larger and smaller
managers materially in expenditures in most business
processes as they invest in infrastructure to support their
growth ambitions.

Hedge funds
In which of the following have you recently made (past two years) major expenditures in technology?
In which of the following do you expect to make major expenditures in technology in the next two years?
Recent (past two years)
Investment management
and trading operations

51%

Risk management systems

33%

41%

Compliance and regulatory
reporting systems

37%

Enterprise infrastructure (email,
telephone, security, etc.)

37%

25%

22%
31%

16%

27%

Fund accounting systems
Financial/management
reporting systems

23%

Sales and marketing
support systems

“ We continue to build our infrastructure to
scale and consider our outsourcing model.
Your ultimate goal could be growth, but
you cannot underestimate building the
infrastructure and further enhancing your
operational capabilities to achieve that.”

Expected (next two years)

20%

21%

Client service and investor
reporting systems

11%

18%

No major expenditures

11%

16%

Total

29%

Total

($2b–$10b, North America, Global Macro)
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Data management and technology need to be advanced to
provide seamless operations and to reduce reporting risk

I

nvestment in data management and advanced reporting
are vitally important for managers as they continue to
grow. Data needs to flow seamlessly from manager to
vendor and counterparties and back, to close any gaps
between trading, risk and reporting.
Given their recent investment, few managers would
characterize their technology environment for data and
reporting as in early stage development or leveraging
end-user applications; over half of managers with less than
$10 billion under management believe there is room for
improvement. The most common issues these managers
face is a lack of an integrated set of technologies in which
data is easily managed.
As outsourcing becomes more prevalent and critical,
an appropriate data and technology environment is a
greater necessity.

Hedge funds
Along the following continuum, which of the following best describes your technology environment
as it relates to data and reporting?
State of technology environment: data and reporting

3% 6% 17%

Over $10b

$2b–$10b

Under $2b

2% 7%

7%

4%

End-user
applications
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6%

3% 7%

Europe

Asia

36%

22%

4%

North America

74%

26%

55%

19%

52%

26%

64%

62%

28%

48%

22%

Early stage
development

Sufﬁciently developed,
not fully integrated

Highly
sophisticated

Middle office outsourcing is an additional tool to optimize the
operating model

I

n the face of increased costs and demands as a result of
managers’ ever-growing and complex businesses, middle
office outsourcing remains an area that 6 in 10 managers
have embraced.
Middle office outsourcing continues to evolve with service
offerings from new entrants — spin-outs from managers,
banks and technology companies — with offerings that
have provided serious competition to incumbent providers
that continue to invest in this space.
Though smaller managers are likely to have less complex
needs, they should evaluate whether the available
solutions offer much-needed cost efficiencies, thus
reducing their break-even point. For the two-thirds of
smaller managers who have not looked to outsource, this
could be a tool that helps reduce the operational and cost
burden so they can focus on core capabilities.

Hedge funds
Are you currently outsourcing or considering outsourcing any of the following middle ofﬁce functions?

Middle ofﬁce outsourcing
18%

Over $10b

29%

$2b–$10b

34%

Under $2b

63%

Asia

“ We are going to continue to outsource more
and spend in technology infrastructure.”

71%

66%

37%

30%

North America

Europe

60%

40%

Total

52%

50%

Neither currently nor
considering outsourcing

70%

48%

50%

Currently or considering
outsourcing

(Under $2b, Asia, Equity Long/Short)
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Investor comfort with outsourcing far outpaces
manager willingness to relinquish control

W

hile the previous results indicate that a majority
of managers are comfortable outsourcing areas
of the middle office, these results show a greater
reluctance among specific types of activities. Part of this
inconsistency can be attributed to current outsource
providers choosing to focus on niche areas of expertise
while lacking quality full-service middle office offerings.
Managers who are considering outsourcing middle office
functions would be wise to put a holistic transition strategy
in place even if they expect to make the move in stages.
The interdependencies between functions — and the front
office — should not be underestimated.
Broadly speaking, investors are accepting of outsourcing
all of these functions. They show the most resistance
to cash management and hedging, but even those are
supported by 60% of investors. Managers should not
resist outsourcing on the mistaken belief that investors
are not comfortable with it. Investors are satisfied with
the benefits that managers have reaped from using third
parties to perform a majority of back office functions and
are now encouraging their managers to be opportunistic
in expanding to utilize specialists in performing as much of
the middle office as possible.

“ We need to be able to implement the
necessary controls and procedures to be able
to handle the growth we have achieved via
new products, including a number of different
multi-strategy products. We need to invest in
technology and reconsider which functions
we outsource.”
(Over $10b, North America, Equity Long/Short)
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Hedge funds

Investors

Are you currently or considering outsourcing
any of the following middle ofﬁce functions?

Which of the following middle ofﬁce functions are
acceptable for your hedge fund managers to
outsource to a third party?

Pricing/valuation

34%

1%

Pricing/valuation

Conﬁrmations/afﬁrmations
and settlement

30%

5%

Conﬁrmations/afﬁrmations
and settlement

OTC services (ISDA details/
conﬁrms, OTC reconciliation)
and bank debt processing

27%

Corporate actions
processing

27%

Daily P&L

25%

Margin calculations
and collateral
management/optimization

15%

4%

2%

2%

5%

Cash management 12% 2%

FX hedging 6% 2%

Currently outsourcing
Considering outsourcing

89%

87%

OTC services (ISDA details/
conﬁrms, OTC reconciliation)
and bank debt processing

89%

Corporate actions
processing

91%

Daily P&L

74%

Margin calculations
and collateral
management/optimization
Cash management

FX hedging

77%

64%

60%

Acceptable to outsource

Cost savings is a key driver, but other factors are also providing
impetus to outsource

A

ll managers recognize the cost benefit associated
with outsourcing as a key driver; however, it is
interesting that other deciding factors tend to vary by
size of the manager.
The largest managers point to investor demand and
scalability as key drivers of outsourcing decisions.
They likely recognize that investors are supportive of
outsourcing as a means of separation of duties and
independent oversight in addition to the size and scale
of their business requiring external servicing. The
technology solutions tend not to be a consideration for
the large managers as these entities often have already
made significant investment in their infrastructure and
have the necessary tools to perform these functions.
Conversely, smaller and mid-size managers are motivated
by the lure of skill sets and technology that is best in class.
These managers need to move rapidly but have not yet
built out their own systems or teams in these areas and
can benefit from utilizing the services of a provider who
has the requisite expertise.

Hedge funds
What are the top two primary drivers for outsourcing in rank order of importance?
Over $10b

Reducing costs (it is less
expensive to outsource)

25%

$2b—$10b

5%

29%

Provider provides a
skill set or technology 5% 15%
superior to the fund’s own

Investor demand

Provide scalability to
support growth

Focus resources on
core activities

20%

11%

25%

5%

35%

11%

Under $2b

42%

14%

25%

7%

18%

20%

11%

Top primary driver

20%

40%

10%

10%

21%

10%

21%

10%

20%

50%

Second primary driver
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Future landscape

“ We will see a diversification of hedge funds
with some managers moving back to the
traditional concept of hedge funds while
others become global, institutionalized,
asset managers. At the moment, it’s a
mixture of the two where a number of firms
are trying to be all things to all people. It’s
a question of how successful some of those
firms will become.”
(Pension Plan, Europe)

“ Talent management will continue to be a major differentiator amongst
firms. We will increasingly be competing not just amongst ourselves,
but with the technology businesses in Silicon Valley. Attracting top
talent will be difficult when you have the Googles, Facebooks and other
start-up firms playing in the same talent pool.”
(Over $10b, North America, Multi-strategy)

“ We will continue to see a trend towards more multi-strategy offerings with increasing operational
complexity. To stay relevant, managers will need to offer customized solutions to fit investors’
evolving needs.”
($2b–$10b, North America, Multi-strategy)
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“ Hedge funds are no longer a niche. Everything becomes mainstream,
and I think opportunity is then greatly diminished. There are too
many talented investors pursuing similar strategies. There is not
sufficient innovation.”
(Pension Plan, North America)

“ The biggest trend is institutional managers are becoming retail and retail managers are
becoming more institutional; the lines of what is hedge, mutual funds or retail, are blurring.
Everyone is going into other peoples’ areas so to speak. I think the lines of what’s a hedge fund
versus a mutual fund and how that is defined will become blurry.”
(Over $10b, North America, Multi-strategy)

“ There will be continued focus on the larger multi-product firms. Those are the guys who have survived the various cycles.
Firms will continue to be taken out because they’re not diversified and have only a focused product. The way the industry
is developing, anyone who is that small and only focused on one product doesn’t have the resilience to survive any
downturn in their product. They can be very good at their product and it may be a very profitable product at any point in
time. But, when there is that downturn and everyone pulls out of it, they can’t continue to manage.”
($2b–$10b, Europe, Fixed Income/Credit)
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Transformational change expected as managers are not
content with their status quo

T

he largest managers now view themselves as
alternative asset managers, offering multiple product
types and strategies to meet all investor needs. Currently
almost half of the mid-size managers are only offering
a single strategy traditional hedge fund product, however,
they realize taking the leap to a multi-product asset
manager is the path forward in a maturing industry
and half hope to emulate their larger peers and offer
more products to appeal to a larger and more diverse
investor base.
The smallest managers continue to fill a niche, and
have more tempered expectations about where their
organization will be in the near future. They remain
focused on incremental growth while recognizing the
efforts needed to succeed in this more expensive and
challenging environment.

Hedge funds
How would you characterize your ﬁrm currently? Where do you see your ﬁrm in the next three to ﬁve years?

Current and future state of ﬁrm
70%

Over $10b

$2b—$10b

63%

Under $2b

60%

58%

50%

49%

47%

42%
40%

30%

Delivering on transformation change goals requires
the efforts and attention of the entire organization and
will require commitments to operational, technology
and personnel investments, all while not losing sight of
delivering on client expectations.

54%

26%
20%

20%

10%

54%

27%

19%
27%

23%

24%

27%

23%

14%
4%

0%

Offer some
Multi-product
Offer solely
Offer some
Multi-product
Offer solely
Offer some
Multi-product
Offer solely
non-traditional asset manager
traditional
non-traditional asset manager
traditional
non-traditional asset manager
traditional
hedge fund
hedge fund
hedge fund
hedge fund
hedge fund
hedge fund
products
products;
products
products;
products
products;
one core strategy
one core strategy
one core strategy

Currently
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Next three to ﬁve years

Final thoughts

M

ahatma Gandhi is credited with the phrase “The
future depends on what you do today.” While it
is almost certain that he did not have hedge funds in
mind, the concept is relevant nonetheless. Our industry
has evolved dramatically and in no way represents the
days of a generation earlier. Many of the hedge fund
pioneers and larger managers have matured such that
they have operations and brand recognition that more
closely resemble global financial institutions. Investor
expectations for the size, infrastructure and business
model of emerging and mid-size managers are only slightly
less modest; with institutional investors contributing a
majority of the assets to the industry, these participants
are demanding more robust and well-developed
investments in the operational infrastructure of their
managers. This transition did not take place overnight;
however, those looking to achieve growth in the future
need to embrace the new dynamics of the hedge fund
environment by properly planning today to reap benefits
down the road.

Managers must be willing to continue to understand the
needs of a diverse investing universe, a universe for which
the population has many distinct groups that each have
different needs and desires. While offering products that
appeal to their targeted investor base is a start, managers
also need to understand the shifting economic landscape
whereby they are generally earning less to manage these
products but are also incurring more costs to operate.
While issues such as fee compression have played out
over several years, new battles can and will continue to
arise. Changes coming through as a result of the shifting
prime brokerage landscape are the latest challenges that
managers are faced with addressing.
This altered landscape makes the present an interesting
and exciting time in the industry. Many managers
are embracing the evolving business and developing
innovative solutions to position their firms to succeed
while simultaneously creating a blueprint that others
can follow. Legacy managers have been on the forefront
of new product introductions as well as designing
infrastructures that have the scale and sophistication to
support the most complex and challenging of business
environments. The next generation of managers continue
to push forward with ingenious approaches to capturing
market share and building businesses that will create
their own legacy. The future will bring new challenges and
threats, but the outlook by all is upbeat in anticipation of
ongoing growth, fueled by investor demand.
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Background and
methodology
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Background and methodology

T

he purpose of this study is to record the views
and opinions of hedge fund managers and investors
globally. Topics include managers’ strategies to achieve
growth, investor demand, changes in the prime
brokerage relationship, middle office outsourcing,
technology investments and the future landscape of
the hedge fund industry.
From June to September 2015, Greenwich Associates
conducted:
• 109 telephone interviews with hedge funds representing
just over $1.4 trillion in assets under management
• 57 telephone interviews with institutional investors
(fund of funds, pension funds, endowments and
foundations) representing nearly $1.83 trillion in
assets, with roughly $413 billion allocated to
alternative investments

Hedge fund respondent profile
Total

109

Investor respondent profile
Total

57

By geography

# of participants

By geography

# of participants

North America

55

North America

30

Europe

31

Europe

24

Asia

23

Asia

By AUM

3

# of participants

Over $10b

36

$2b–$10b

46

Under $2b

27
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